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69-FM-T-88. 

SU~JECT: J.!Jl)e 2tr.~POllO Spacecraft Software Configuration Control Board 
(ASSCCB meeting 

.10_101 

On .June 5 we had another nice ASSCCB meeting. A large number of rather 
small changes were approved to make the job of the crew and ground con
trollers somewhat easier - good things to do·, but by no means mandatory 
for a lunar landing mission. There were a couple of changes, though, 
which I thought were quite significant. This memo is to bring them to 
your attention. 

PeR8l5- This PeR changes the command module digital autopilot to pro
vide a convenient way of setting up automatic GNCS attitude control for 

. the .cislunar. passive thermal control and for orbit rate torquing around 
the moon. 

peR 780 - This PeR will provide a means of reading out raw rendezvous 
radar range and range rate data on the DSIC{ while in the rendezvous 
naVigation program P22. This request has been made several times in -
the past but was always turned down due to schedule problems. It really 
is a good improvement. ~rthermore, it takes care of the problem which 
occurred on F when the first readout of rang~ rate by P22, after turning 
on the rendezvous radar, gave us a gigantic uR, I1v alarm. 

The externally targeted Lambert prethrust program (P31) is being dropped 
from LUMINARY since we never use it and we. need the storage to make all 
the other changes. 

One thing I recommend somebody look into .is the possibility of usinS the 
landing radar data in the PGNCS navigation even if the antenna posit~on 
is unknown or it is known to be wrong. CUrrently the antenna position 
alarm locks out the data, although it is not clear that using it would 
not be a good thing to do. Clark Hackler (G&CD) has proposed this in the 
past but it has never been thoroughly investigated. 

Another suggestion which George Cherry made to me was the possibility of 
including known terrain slope in-6he PGNCS-Iprocessing of the landing radar 
data. He points out that a simple program change could be made to compen
sate the landing radar altitude measurement for a known difference in 
·lunar radius. under the approach trajectory from that of the landing site. 
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1";:;;:~'~~rERRY '~';2/69 " ;;:I:;:;;~"" ·;t:yn;~L!"''' .: II 
1":: EFF"~~-ll\ITY 1.4 TITLE or CHANGE I 

LUMINARY IS Provide Pure RR Range, Range Rate, and i 
Time 'f,ag during P20, P22, and P25. I 

1(~>.R~~"~~O~;d:·A;G:neans of reading HR range rate in P22 to determine the time of zenith .'t.
1 of the CSM (when range rate changes sign). This was requested during G crew 

training by as!ronauts Armstrong and Aldrin. (See following page. ) 
1.6 ~,E~·:;;IPTI0·. (;1'"" c.~·:,·.S~ 

Provide that R22 win place the RR pure range and range rate measurements into 
. erasablcs which c.an be displ~yed by V16N7.8E. In ~ddition, sinc:e H22.only reads the 

radar once per rmnute, proVlde that R65 (fme Z-axls track routwe) wlll also read. .. . 
.,~~;,,,.£_~.t:.:m·.':i.·.lr.':':l'~,';!:,~~:.:;o.:.::~"'-:"'! ... "'T.:,.:;Z .. --;:l'J..!JI~3";~(~~'-.:l.~.;t;":~'2Jr~ru-..rl!-:.s:lo..""ia¥Il':"it!~~~tt.:::-::~:t.r.:;;.:.t"~':H.!.:::;:r.;,:.:.~;:t1"';;~<::.:II-:j,!J..~lp.~~'1r,,~~""7'J!~~m:~ .. -:.\···~. 

,. 2.0 SOFTWARE CONTROL BOARD OR FL I GHT SOFTWARE BRANCH I 
DECISION FOR. ViSIBiliTY. IMPACT ESTIMATE BY MIT fj' 

1:::' " 0 ~P?:.::·_·E::; O'DISAPPROVED 2.2 R.EMARKSI 

, 
12.3 ~~~~~~~~,g~\~~~l e:~~: O~ FLIGHT SOFTWARE 

I DAT' ~, 

3.: SOI~DUL.E I~!?ACT 3.2 IMPACT OF PROV'DING DErAILED EVALUATION I 
~3~.~J-S~T~O~R~AG~E~I~\I~?A~C~T--------------------------~3.~4~R~E~~'A~R~KS~'----------------------------------'----~~' 

",.6 .• ·,·t .20 w •. -..!' 

DATE; 

, . , 
O 

I\tPLE\lE'ir A.ND 
pRaVIDE DETAILED 
CH~\GE EVAL • 

. 

4.3 SOFT~ARE CO\TROL 3QARD SIG\ OF~ 

4.0 SOFTWARE CONTROL BOARD ACT.ION 

0 015. 
APPROVED. 

4.2 Rr.MARK 5 
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1. 5 Roasons(s) for ~~an~e, contld. 

( 2) To provide a backup to and more readable display than the tape meters in P20 

and P25 for: . 

a .. Comparison of R11 range and range rate with LGC state vector, 

b. Comparison of RR data with CSM VHF data, 

c. Obtaining HR data for navigation update of AGS, 

d. Obtaining RR data for baclmp charts. 

This was requested by astronauts Conrad and Scott . 

. 1. 6 Descript~on of Change, contld . 

.. . the HR and place the pure range and range rate measurements into the erasables 

which can be displayed by V 16N78E. Since H65 is done once every 7 - 8 seconds, 

this provision will yield new values of range and range rate in N78 about once every 

7 - 8 seconds. Also, provide that the TFI being computed in targeting programs 

P30 and P31 - P35 be displayed in component 3 of N78 to provide a time tag for 

the pure radar data. 

Some of the operational features of the implementation will be: 

a. Noun 78 will be used (same noun as R04) if erasable allocations 

so permit; otherwise, Noun 53 will be used. New scaling will be: 

Rl XXX. XX N. miles 
R2. XXXX.X FPS 
R3 XXBXX MIN /SEC 

which represents a change in range rate to make it more compa

tible with other nouns. 

b. Callable by V16 or VOG. 

c. If data good is not present turn on tracker fail light but no other 

alarms. 

d. R04 cannot be called during P20 and P25 when these programs are 
. reading the rendezvous radar. 

t. _. , '. ..... . 
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iC'-i"~?QCCi'.':=[:;:~ CHER:--'-l;~_ r""~~;IL--'-1 
:C\~I\~':""'JC'\ ::::CTIOi\:(R('if.'r to 81od, Nllmber lind Title on j-J'"O!!t";'nI C/h111gC RC'qucst lorm.) 

REl\'lAHKS: ------
It was noted in Apollo 11 that the first reading of the RR following its turn--on 

resulted in a maximum reading from the RR shift register being shifted into the 

'JI ~~~~6;::St:sw~~:~at~~~::~:n:~:h:e:;::~::~::'a ;:!~ ::a:~~:c~:~:l~:~ ::rl<. 
In imple~nenting this peR, we will arrange to have R61/R65 read the RH once '1 

I;· before R22 so that the first R22 reading of the radar will not result in a bad 

reading. I 

--I 

I. 
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d . l.o.cai~PLETED BY ORIGItHTOR 

lC"'~,:':';;;>pp" -=~r~~3/60I':~;:;~~'" . '''''''' [ 
Ill.·; ~11'{_!lo'Iry 1.4 rlTLE or CHANGE 

J 
COIDSSUS 2C Digital Autopilot Barbecue Mode 

Routlne. 
.~~~:-.:----~-~----

1 1

1

' .. 5. PE,,'0\(5) rOR CH'-GE 

To provi.de astronaut means of performing PTC and orb. rate. 

I 
I 1.~ JFS:~IPTIO~ OF CHA~G£ I (See n,ta Amplification Sheet) . 
~~~~~""iL-, ... .!_ .:;., .. :t..~"';'''';'.e,z.t..n~~r .. ';~:'~~~l::ut:!: ..... ~·!.!~~:~.*a;:>£SL::" fA ., ;;ra~~zu.r.:r.i.:'~"'~ __ !rr:m~'mrr:nz"'Tn:;'!"f"mTn'ii'1ysmm!!!!tj!rZ'l!3?ol,. 

I 2.0 SOFTWAIE CONTROL BOARD OR FLIGHT SOFTWARE. BRANCH 
DECISION FOR VISIBILITY IMPACT ESTIMATE BY MIT 

ILl 0 
. APPROVED 

. i:'.3 SCP-:-.\·A~E ::;.\TROL aCA~O OR t\,.IGH.T SOFHYARE 
, 9RA\'-:4 StG~ OFF 

JAT£ 

11 3,0 MIT VISIBILITY IMPACT EVALUATION: 

Ii": ,CH£QULE '''.'CT 

j' >p,:':E ~1)T ~'h~ . 3.4 

'5. t MIT COORDINATOR S.2·MIT EVALUATION 

I 
1~ .... "::,-r;.A"': .. "":="",A,T:";~"·_-_-,,,::.-~-Om-· -.... '1:<-.:0'1-"'-.""-=-.-"'-=-_-=.=-. -. -"W-~~-;::i-.rn-'~-::;;';-J;-",-.:"-'\~-,,,-u.:.-. ..,.,--t,,,,.:,,,==_==,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,......,.,.;_""''''''''''''''''''_~~'''"''''=''-~l:: 
I. 6.0 SOFTWARE COIITROL BOARD DECISION ON MIT 
t OETAILEOPHOGRAM CIIANGE EVALUATION 
~-------------------------·'iiJ..:, STA~T OR CONTINUE 

\ U 1'.1PL£'MENTATION O DISAPPROVED OR 
IMPLEME.NTATION 

. 3.3 SOFTWARE ~ONTROL BOARD SIGN orF ~ 

I 
---------------------------------~ . I' CATE 

6.2 REMARKS I 
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1.6 DescriPtion of Chf.lnge: 

Purpose: To provide' the astronaut the capability of having 
the DAP maintain a controlled rate about the X or Y principal control axis. 

Assumptions: If rotation is to be about the Y control axis, 
the X CDU must be set to approximately 7.25 
degrees and Z CDU to approximately zero in order 
to align the Y control axis with the Y CDU. 

. 
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VOGN __ E 

H\:b~'(,(XXX Rate in Deg/Sec 

R2 XXX. XX Dcadband in Deg ) 

H3 X. xxxx Code to Define Axis (CDU) 

of Hotation '«: = ~, 
v 

Non Zero = Y "1\" 

Pro V25E I 
NEW DATA ~I.r-< Is R3, = 

Yes 

O?)-

Set 
HOLDFLAG =0 

'-'-- ' 

SET WBODY r- RATE (R1) 

and set 

DELCDUX = K.RATE 

. No 

SET WBODYl = HATE 

and set 

.[ ::-;r~T ADB ;= DEADBAND (R2), 

. .. I . __ ._. _. ----. 
. DELCDUY = 1<> RATE 

SET WBODY, WBODY1, WBODY2, 
. X 

and DELCDUY ALL EQUAL TO ZERO 
Z 

to "A II 

Set HOLDFLAG = 70000 . 

Fire Jets to Achieve 800/0 

of Desired Rate 

v 
EXIT 


